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Background
Verra is pleased to announce Version 2 (V2) of the Verra Registry, released on Thursday, 15
October. Updates to this version include added functionality, improved reporting and resolving
several bugs in V1. We hope that these improvements will enhance your user experience on
the registry. Please do not hesitate to contact registry@verra.org with any questions about
these updates.

Updates and Improvements
CORSIA Label Added
Project proponents can now request that their issued credits receive a CORSIA label
where specific requirements are met. The new label is “CORSIA1” which reflects the
first CORSIA phase. The process to request the “CORSIA1” label is the same as for
other labels. Requests will be subject to review by the Registry Administrator to
ensure that the ICAO criteria for CORSIA eligibility are met (click here for more
information). Please notify the Registry Administrator at registry@verra.org when you
submit a CORSIA label request for approval, providing the following information:
Project name, project ID, vintage period.
Please note that Verra is exploring the potential to automate these labels in the
future.

Multiple Improvements to the Verra Registry Public Home page and Search
Screens
A number of improvements were made for users visiting the public portions of the
Verra Registry, including the following:
(a)

The login window has been moved to the top menu for quicker access.

(b)

The home page has been redesigned so users can locate public reports more
easily either by going through the top menu or through the standard/program
summaries.

(c)

The ability to search between date ranges has been added.

(d)

“Bread crumbs” have been implemented on the public registry screens to
allow users to navigate the respective pages more easily.

(e)

“Additional Certifications” have been added to all screens where VCUs are
displayed.
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Retirement Records on Public Registry Implemented
The retirement records on the public registry now provide the following additional
information:
(a)

Serial number

(b)

Retirement reason*

(c)

Retirement reason details*

(d)

Beneficial owner*

*These are optional fields and do not display publicly, if the account holder chooses
to keep them private.

Additional Certification data implemented
Information on additional certifications of VCUs (e.g., SD VISta, CCB) is now available
on all registry screens including the following:
(a)

Issued Credits;

(b)

Serial Number Look Up;

(c)

Retired Credits;

(d)

Bulletin Board;

(e)

My Accounts, Quantity of Credits;

(f)

My Credits, Quantity;

(g)

Inbox, Quantity of Credits;

(h)

Outbox, Quantity of Credits; and

(i)

Credit Information Report.

Jurisdictional and Nested REDD+ (JNR) Data Now Available
The work flow to support the submission and management of JNR programs has been
implemented. Public data on JNR programs and projects now available through the
public registry under VCS.

Multiple Bugs Resolved
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